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Inexpensive and easy to use, it’s the pressure washer attachment
that answers virtually all flat surface cleaning needs.

Slate

Features & benefits
•
•
•
•

Easy roll, balanced design saves energy & time
5 to 6 times faster saving energy & water
Upright operation saves back strain & fatigue
User remains dry

•
•
•
•

Consistent cleaning pattern
Cleaned area is easy to see and review
3 quick-connect, interchangable nozzles
Easy nozzle storage for quick adjustments

“The consistent pattern, its ability to clean uneven surfaces and the
fact that you can see what you just cleaned make this tool easier to
use, more flexible and more effective than any other… including my
circular cleaner!”

“It’s light, easy to control, very easy to move from job to job, even
easy to take up on a metal roof! This tool cut my time in half. I
couldn’t believe how easy it was to use.”

- Michael Pfeiffer, Independent Contractor
“It’s simple and does a great job ... you don’t even need to use
bleach. I thought it would be easy, but I didn’t know it would be
that easy!”

- Gayle Guthrie, Homeowner

• Saves time & money

• Performs superior cleaning on most jobs

• Save physical wear-and-tear

• Virtually unlimited adjustment options

• Saves equipment run-time

• Easy to transport & store

• Easy use by virtually anyone

• Saves water & energy

• Dispenses water and/or cleaning fluid

• Hot or cold water pressure washers
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Current Flat surface
cleaning options.

Introducing the perfect flat surface cleaning tool for
homeowners and professionals when using pressure washers.*
Saves time, money, energy, wear-and-tear on equipment and on people ... all as it performs a superior job!

Hose & Sprayer
• Cheap
• Very labor intensive
• Only cleans loose debris
• Requires huge amounts of water
• Very messy

Scrub Brush & Hose
• Cheap
• Back breaking
• Spotty results
• Messy

What was once a 10 hour job can now be completed in 2 or 3! What’s more, the job can be more thorough. Dirt, grime, mold
mildew, moss and discoloration from leaves and other vegetation can be removed quickly and easily.

For the contractor that means a better, more efficient job, a better profit margin and a happy customer. For the homeowner that means
the weekend project is over quickly with a job well done!

58% of the top home pressure washing
projects involve cleaning flat surfaces.*
Yet there has been no inexpensive, easy to use, effective
product available until now!

Pressure Washerr with hand wand
• Back breaking
• Streaky results
• Messy

It’s true. Until now the options that were available to clean flat surfaces such as
driveways, sidewalks, brick and paver drives, walks and patios, decks and porches
have been pretty ineffective. Some create a mess that makes it difficult to tell what
has been cleaned. Others are both expensive and difficult to use. All are back
breaking and exhausting.
*High Beam Research, Indiana Post Tribune 5/27/06

Hot water Pressure Washer
with hand wand
• Inexpensive & Ineffective
• Lightweight
• Limited in use

Rotating Circular Surface Cleaner
• Effective
• Less back strain
• Expensive
• Heavy to lift, store
• Difficult, awkward to use
• Messy residue
• Unusable on uneven surfaces

,

Saves time:
3 spray nozzles speed the process to
4 to 5 times faster than a pressure
washer alone. Because it rinses
while cleaning, typical post-job clean
up time is eliminated. Dirt, grime,
mold, mildew, moss and discoloration from vegetation are
eliminated quickly and easily.
Consistent cleaning pattern:
Preset heights on the wheel adjuster
assure consistent cleaning power
and pattern thereby virtually
eliminating “streaking” so prevalent
with a handheld wand. The slight
overlap in spray patterns at all settings allows cleaning in a clear,
clean pattern reducing overlapping and wasted motion.
Less body strain & fatigue:
The ability to stand upright and use
one hand virtually eliminates strain
on arms, legs, and back allowing less
fatigue and a faster cleaning cycle.
It doesn’t require strength, just the
motion of utilizing a household
vacuum cleaner!
Operator stays dry:
The simple, effective water shield
plus the angle of the spray heads
allow even the user’s feet to remain
dry during the process!
Clear view of cleaning area:
Many competitive units leave huge
amounts of dirty water covering the
cleaned area. This excess must be
rinsed away to review the job. This
unit rinses as it cleans for quick
assessment as the job is underway.

Saves water:
Cleaning 4 to 5 times faster means using less water. Even utilizing
all 3 spray nozzles doesn’t hinder the water savings. Less water
equals less electricity, less wasted water, less money spent.
Flexibility:
By changing the number of spray heads, the height of the unit,
and the angle of spray, you can enjoy a number of cleaning
combinations for a variety of surfaces. Cleaning fluid can also be
used with a quick spray nozzle change.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Painted surfaces
Concrete
Brick / Slate
Garage / Warehouse floors
Wooden decks
Docks / piers
Truck beds
Metal roofs

Simple to store and utilize:
Quick Connect fittings make attaching and detaching the unit a
snap. Storage is also easy as the unit is light and compact but
durable. At approximately 7 lbs, it is sturdy enough to last for
years, yet easy to handle with one hand.
Long life:
This is a heavy duty cleaner. Constructed of Steel, or Marine
Grade Aluminum and Brass, this is a real commercial grade
tool that will last for years even under heavy use.
Best value on the market:
When compared to other units, this one-of-a-kind tool represents,
by far, the best value for the money spent. Not the cheapest, nor
the most expensive. Simply the best value for the investment.

* Recommended for pressure washers with a minimum of 2500 PSI and dispensing 4.0 gal. per min. or more.

